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come pouring out thick and fast when the writer has allowed
consolidation to do its work. Similar facts are noted by
practised speakers; they know that it is important to have
time to reflect, but they seldom commit everything to paper.
The thinking and reflection at intervals result in the consolida-
tion of a complex which governs effectively the speech when
it comes to be made. The less practised speaker may well be
advised to write out his speech, or at least to make full notes
of it, and to abandon his manuscript on the occasion of giving
it. Frequently the result is a finer thing than what has, been
written out.
A last example of consolidation may be seen in the acquisi-
tion of skill. At a first trial of any skilled action many un-
necessary and irrelevant movements arc performed, whichj
as practice continues, tend to be dropped, often without
conscious effort on the part of the learner* Again, the com-
plex governing the whole activity is sorting itself out, con-
solidating itself under the dominating principle of interest;
those engrams that matter are consolidated, while those which
do not drop out of the complex. In a famous experiment
Thorndike placed a hungry cat in a cage in sight of food: it
was possible for the animal to perform quite a simple action
which would lead to freedom and the satisfaction of its hunger.
At first the animal prowled round the cage, trying one thing
after another; finally, after much trial and error, it hit on the
right action and released itself. On subsequent occasions it
was found that the cat succeeded more quickly, until at last
it merely lifted the latch without any delay and walked out.
Here we see the importance of a primitive interest in effect-
ing consolidation. Further, each successful performance helps
the work of consolidation: "Nothing succeeds like success'*
is a proverb embodying the truth of this doctrine. In the
words of Sir T. Percy Nunn, "Successful self-assertion, in
animals as in men, tends to modify its mnemic basis in a
direction favourable to still more secure and facile expression*"1
The educational importance of these facts of mental life ii
as clear as it is far-reaching. In all learning we must allow
1 Education; its Data and First Principles (original edition), p. 46.

